CABLE MANAGEMENT
SOLUTIONS

MAINTAINING A CLEAN CLUTTER FREE WORKSTATION is an essential ingredient for office
well-being. Studies show that when people’s workspaces are tidy, they are able to focus and process
information faster, ultimately leading to higher levels of productivity. Humanscale’s suite of cable management
solutions helps to improve employee productivity by decluttering the workspace to eliminate visual distractions.

NeatUp
Exclusively designed for sit-stand desks, NeatUp is the first cable
management solution of its kind to simultaneously self-adjust with
the table, while routing power directly to the worksurface via a built-in
power strip. Unlike other products that use chains or clips, NeatUp’s
innovative design effortlessly attaches behind the leg of Humanscale’s
Float and eFloat tables, keeping cluttered cables organized and out
of sight -- a perennial problem found in typical cable management

NeatUp
makes
cables
invisible

solutions.
 inimalist design allows for smooth vertical adjustment
M
without interference
Powers devices via built-in power strip with 6 outlets
Ships fully assembled for quick and easy installation
Available in 3 finish options to match Float and eFloat bases

NeatTech
An inventive cable management solution, NeatTech provides simple
and easy access to cables. Its’ light-weight breathable mesh basket
design features Velcro ties to conveniently secure wayward cables.
Designed for quick installation
Supports a total weight up to 10 lbs (4.5 kg)
Compatible with most tables tops
Available in 3 different sizes to fit various types of workstations
 vailable in 3 colors including opaque options to completely
A
conceal cables

NeatLinks
Designed for quick and easy installation, NeatLinks routes cables,
power strips, and ballasts in any direction -- improving the user’s
access to technology in the workplace.
Easily installs with 2 screws or double-sided tape
Textured surface hides fingerprints
 vailable in various thicknesses, widths and lengths
A
to route as many cables as needed

Specifications
NeatUp

NeatTech

NeatLinks

Humanscale Height-Adjustable Table
Legs

Table Tops

Any Surface

Yes (via built-in power strip)

No

No

Weight
Capacity

N/A

Up to 10 lbs

Up to 8 lbs

Material

ABS, ABS/PC, Steel, Cable + Electrical
Components

Mesh

Plastic

Fits Single Stage Float, eFloat Lite,
eFloat Flex

Mini (24” L x 4.5” D x 4” W)
Small (38” L x 4.5” D x 4” W)
Long (48” L x 4.5” D x 4” W)

Small 17” (2.6” Diameter, 17” Length)
Large 17” (3.6” Diameter, 17” Length)
Small 24” (2.6” Diameter, 24” Length)
Large 24” (3.6” Diameter, 24” Length)
Slim (2.75” Diameter, 20.6” Length)

Matching Float/eFloat Finishes:
White
Black
Gray

Pinstripe – Graphite, Gray Trim
Catena – Black, Black Trim
Catena – Poppyseed, Gray Trim

Black
Gray
White (Slim only)

5 Years

15 Years

15 Years

Application
Power Delivery

Size Options

Finish Options

Warranty

The Ultimate Clutter-Free Workstation

Creating a more comfortable place to work

800.400.0625 humanscale.com

